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In fact, these various archives promise to completely transform our picture of Syrian history, mak-
ing nearly unrecognizable the picture that Bryce has presented to us.

Notwithstanding these significant issues, Bryce is a compelling and entertaining writer. For this 
reason it is perhaps no surprise that this book was named one of The Choice Top Outstanding Academic 
Titles for 2014. Its reader is drawn in to have empathy for individual historical actors, such as Rib-
Hadda, Seleucus, and Zimri-Lim. At any rate, Bryce’s work has implicitly shown the immediate need 
to synthesize and incorporate new material into the history of pre-Classical Syria.

There are three useful appendices: an eight-page chronological table, seven pages of assorted king 
lists, and two pages that describe Classical literary sources concerning Syria. In addition, there are 
twenty-three pages of notes, a four-page bibliography, an eleven-page index, twelve maps, and twenty-
seven figures.
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Hethitisch ◦u̯ ant- und Verwan(d)tes: Untersuchungen zur Vertretung des indogermanischen Possessiv-
suffixes *-went- in den anatolischen Sprachen. By MiChael GeorG Maier. Dresdner Beiträge zur 
Hethitologie, vol. 42. Wiesbaden: harrassoWitz verlaG, 2013. Pp. xix + 304. €78.

In this revised and augmented version of his 2012 Erlangen dissertation Michael Maier treats in 
exhaustive fashion all possible reflexes of the Proto-Indo-European possessive suffix *-went- in the 
Indo-European languages of Anatolia. A brief introduction is followed by chapters with discussion of 
the relevant data from each language, a conclusion with a useful tabular appendix summarizing the 
results, bibliography, and indices. The book is virtually free of typographical errors. Two works cited, 
Plath 1994 and Atterer 2011, are inconveniently missing in the bibliography.

In order to achieve as complete coverage as possible and to avoid prejudging individual cases, 
Maier wisely took as his starting point for the Hittite the retrograde glossary of Jin Jie. As a result, 
his treatment is almost exhaustive: I missed only GIŠPA-(u)want- ‘provided with/having staffs’ (IBoT 
1.36 iii 41, 49), surely a genuine possessive in -want- to the word for ‘staff, stick’ thus far written only 
logographically (but note dat.-loc. sg. GIŠPA-ḫi at KBo 17.35:4), and the adjective daš(u)want- ‘blind’. 
The former is of interest for confirming the mild productivity of the want- suffix, but the latter is likely 
irrelevant, being an “individualizing-stigmatizing” extension in -ant- to an adjective *das-wo- (thus 
with Čop 1964: 58).

For the most part Maier correctly distinguishes the genuine examples of possessive denominal 
want- from other homonymous formations: 1) verbal past participles (especially but not exclusively 
to stems in -nu-); 2) -ant- extensions to adjectives in -u- or -wa-; 3) “ergatives” to neuter stems in -u- 
or -au-. He also properly adopts the analysis of Oettinger (1988), according to which by a reanalysis 
of verbal nouns in -war, -waš Hittite productively formed quasi-participles such as par(a)šnawant- 
‘squatting’ to par(a)šnā(i)- ‘squat’. Nevertheless, his most important finding is that Hittite does have 
rather more genuine examples of denominal -want- than previously acknowledged (at least eighteen), 
even if the degree of productivity appears to be less than that in Luvian.

One naturally will differ with Maier in his analyses of some individual words and textual passages 
(see further below). I have only two significant criticisms. First, while the quasi-participles such as 
āššiyawant- ‘beloved’ indubitably arose by the process described by Oettinger, once the pattern was 
established it is almost certain that some examples came to be formed productively directly to the ver-
bal stem, and thus analyzing them synchronically as verbal adjectives is quite reasonable (contra p. 27; 
cf. Maier’s own characterization p. 110).

Second and more seriously, Maier fails to recognize one other important source of descriptive stems 
in ◦want-: the use of the suffix -ant- to form denominal possessive adjectives. Whether one interprets 
Hittite aku- as ‘seashell’ or ‘stone’, the adjective NA4akuwant- is a possessive adjective ‘having aku-’. 
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Maier’s alternative account (p. 17) is not remotely credible (Hittite aggala- ‘furrow’ reflects a virtual 
*ok-olo- to the root of Latin occa, German Egge, etc., ‘harrow’). Likewise nadānt- ‘possessing a drink-
ing straw’ (cited p. 111 n. 628) is directly denominal to nada- ‘reed; arrow’. Recognition of possessive 
-ant- explains possessive paraššuwant- to paraššu- (p. 119) and tarzuwant- to tarzu- (p. 166), since 
possessive -want- could only have led to †paraššumant- and †tarzumant-.

Selected remarks on individual topics:
P. 23: Important and illuminating is Maier’s observation regarding secondary u-stem derivatives to 

thematic stems (in Hittite terms a-stems).
Pp. 38–40: Maier’s account of NINDAḫaršupanni- and NINDAḫar(a)špawant- is morphologically and 

phonologically attractive (but the PIE root remains *h3 ers-; Hittite ārra- ‘buttock(s)’ and cognates can 
only reflect *h1órs-o-).

Pp. 111–13: Maier correctly rejects Puhvel’s account of Hittite (or perhaps Luvian) naduwant- as an 
Indic loanword; his own derivation from a root noun is possible, but less than assured.

P. 122: All the offered translations of the passage KUB 12.58 iv 3–6 are quite impossible. Maier 
is correct to reject an active reading of the past participle, since this never occurs with an expressed 
object. The meaning is passive, with “twelve body parts” as an accusative of respect. The presence 
of the reflexive particle -za in a nominal sentence forces either a first- or second-person reading. A 
second-person reading makes no contextual sense, but as per Goetze (1938: 21, 101), the subject of the 
action and the speaker in the preceding §32 must be the ritual client (despite the self-reference to “this 
ritual client”), and likewise in the following §34 (1938: 102). Therefore we may reasonably interpret 
the address to the two deities in §33 as being in the first person: “I have been scrubbed and purified 
of the impurity with respect to (my) twelve body parts by your own hand/with the clay of the spring.”

P. 131: The participle šakuwān in the Laws §50 in Old Script cannot belong to the verb šakuwaye/a- 
(sic!), since the contraction of the latter stem to šakuwā(i)- is post-Old Hittite. See now CHD Š: 52.

Pp. 146–47: The interpretation of šuppištuwarant- as a hypostasis of šuppi išduwa-, allegedly 
‘shimmer brightly’ is impossible semantically. The adjective šuppi- means ‘sacred’, not ‘bright’, and 
išduwa- means ‘become known’, not ‘shine’. The evidence of the Hurro-Hittite Bilingual shows that 
šuppištuwar-ant- is another possessive adjective in -ant-, ‘possessing bosses, protuberances, appliqués’ 
from the noun šuppištuwara/i- ‘boss, protuberance, appliqué’ (also spelled once išpištuwarāš at KUB 
42.64 Vo 2). We are dealing with a derivative of the PIE root *spei- referring to various pointy objects: 
cf. English ‘spit’ or ‘spire’.

P. 156: Neither the previous interpretation ‘fever-plagued’ nor the new one ‘sky-blue’ is semanti-
cally likely as an epithet of a field, and both ignore the consistent spelling of ta-pa-šu-wa-an-t◦ with 
both single -š- and single -t-. A convincing interpretation of this word has yet to be presented.

Pp. 158–59: Kloekhorst’s cited interpretation of Hittite tar-uḫ-/tar-ḫu- as /tarxw-/ is contra Maier 
the only viable one for the Hittite verb ‘conquer’. The active sense of the participle in the name of the 
Anatolian Storm-god is noteworthy, but not remarkable for a past participle.

Pp.171–73: Hittite tekri- does not mean ‘shame’. It is clear from a new occurrence that it refers to 
a verbal act (see Miller 2008: 122).

P. 175: The interpretation of the passage KBo 3.21 iii 19–20 is seriously flawed. One should not 
emend gulašša, which is the quite regular direct object, collective plural ‘fate’, a figura etymologica 
with the verb gulašta (likely translating Akkadian šimta šâmu): “Enlil fated a joyous fate for it, the 
beloved (city) of Anu.” For gulašša ‘fate’ see in the same text KBo 3.21 ii 3–4: n=ašta ANA DINGIR.
MEŠ GAL-TIM tuliya anda tuel=pat gulašša tarranut “And among the great gods in the assembly he 
made powerful your fate.” Compare for the thought Samsuiluna C 73–74: dEN.LÍL šimātīka ušarbi 
“Enlil made great/exalted your fate.”

The specific criticisms in the preceding do not adversely affect the overall positive impression: 
Maier has given us a definitive and most useful treatment of the Anatolian evidence for this important 
PIE suffix which should serve as the input for all future discussions of its form and function.

h. CraiG MelChert
University of California, los anGeles
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The Verbal Tense System in Late Biblical Hebrew Prose. By ohad Cohen. Harvard Semitic Series, 
vol. 63. Winona Lake, Ind.: eisenbraUns, 2013. Pp. xiv + 304. $49.50.

The work under review, an English translation of the writer’s Hebrew University of Jerusalem Ph.D. 
dissertation, originally written in Hebrew (under the supervision of Steven E. Fassberg), is a methodical 
and detailed study of the Biblical Hebrew (BH) verbal system as reflected in a limited corpus of Late 
Biblical Hebrew (LBH) prose material—Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and the non-synoptic parts 
of Chronicles—unanimously considered products of the post-Restoration period (thus leaving out such 
works of debated datation as Jonah and Ruth as well as the almost certainly late Wisdom composition 
Ecclesiastes). The study is significant because it offers not only a synchronic description of the LBH 
verb system, but a systematic diachronic comparison between the latter and the verb system of Clas-
sical Biblical Hebrew (CBH), succinctly summarizing views and offering cogent critiques of accounts 
and theories relevant to both. The author also judiciously relates to extra-biblical Hebrew, including 
Qumran and Mishnaic Hebrew.

The discussion ignores the ongoing debate involving the feasibility of the linguistic periodization 
of BH works, but the approach assumes the possibility of at least relative linguistic dating, its conclu-
sions—which center mainly on morpho-syntax, and to a lesser extent morphology—unambiguously 
confirming the reality of the linguistic development that distinguishes post-exilic Hebrew sources from 
their pre-exilic counterparts.

The book is divided into two parts: the first, consisting of two chapters, presents Cohen’s research 
methodology; the second contains eight chapters, each furnishing a thorough discussion of a verbal 
form (qatal, wayyiqtol, participle, yiqtol, weqatal, infinitive construct, volitive forms, and infinitive 
absolute) from the perspective of use and meaning vis-à-vis other forms in the LBH system and in 
comparison to CBH.

In chapter 1 the author briefly discusses problems of text, literary development, vocalization, and 
genre. He goes on to summarize the prevailing view of BH diachrony, according to which, broadly 
speaking, the Babylonian Exile serves as the watershed separating First-Temple CBH and Second-
Temple LBH, noting such challenges as dialect and listing a few of the major relevant scholarly works.

Chapter 2 embodies the author’s linguistic account. Central to Cohen’s explanation of the BH ver-
bal system in general is Reichenbach’s (1947) concepts of reference time and relative tense (see also 
Comrie 1985: 36, 58), in the application of which to BH Cohen follows Hatav (1997). The explana-
tory power of such concepts is subsequently demonstrated in brief with reference to the qatal, yiqtol, 
and waw-conversive forms. The discussion next turns to the complicated and much-debated nature of 
the BH verbal system, i.e., whether it marks tense, aspect, mood, or some combination thereof. After 
critically surveying scholars and theories representative of several approaches, Cohen opts for one that 
combines relative tense and mood, the latter dimension subsuming aspect.


